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orders several weeks in advance, subject to approval price
(S.A.P.), to be assured of an ample supply of certain sizes,
types and grades. There is also a small volume sold F.O.B.
to local representatives of buyers. In general, truckers, also
buy on an F.O.B. basis, but truck movement was not included
in this study. Records of sales to truckers gave little informa-
tion concerning destination, grade, refrigeration and the like.

Local brokers played an important part in the consummation
of many F.O.B. sales. The usual brokerage fee was $25.00 a car
and was ordinarily paid by the shipping organization. No at-
tempt was made in this study to determine the extent of use
of brokers, the type of buyers they represented or the variation
in brokerage charges.

Consignment sales were usually made in the large terminal
markets, where commission merchants sold the celery in small
lots to the jobbing trade. Commonly the commission merchant
performed only the functions of a selling agent, although in
some of the smaller markets like Providence, R. I., and Wash-
ington, D. C., commission men often performed additional serv-
ices, such as washing and repacking or jobbing. The gross
commission charged on consignment sales in most markets was
10 percent, with a 3 percent rebate to the shipping organiza-
tion. Where added services were performed the commission
rate ran as high as 20 percent.

Delivered sales, as explained previously, were confined mostly
to military establishments, soup companies and a few small
markets. Sales to military establishments were made on the
basis of sealed bids, submitted about a week in advance of the
date of shipment. The date of sale was recorded as of the day
the bid was confirmed. For this reason, the prices of delivered
sales probably do not reflect the current market price as well
as other bases of sale.

Comparatively little volume was sold on a price arrival basis
and most of these sales were confined largely to a few shippers,
who had specific working arrangements with receivers on one
or two markets.

BY TYPES OF CELERY

Of the 2,005,864 crates of Golden celery handled by the 18
firms, 65 percent was sold on an F.O.B. basis, compared with
57 percent of the 1,176,787 crates of the Pascal type (Table 49).
About a fourth of the Golden and a third of the Pascal type


